Staff Notes

Sketch*
Dana K Woolley is a second year MFA candidate in the Creative Writing and Environment program. Her BS was in Animal Ecology.

Greta Mugge just graduated with a degree in English Literature. She had an amazing time working with Sketch and plans to continue work in writing and publishing.

Jen Paul is in her second year at ISU and is from Midland, MI. She plans on majoring in English Literature while minoring in German and Journalism. She is filled with random trivia and enjoys photography, reading virtually anything, and writing.

Arun Sethuraman is a graduate student in bioinformatics and enjoys Rushdie, Atwood, Camus, Pink Floyd, random dreams and tea.

Matthew Cooper is a senior finishing degrees in Marketing and English Literature. In his free time he enjoys working on his own creative fiction pieces and hopes to refine his writing skills in grad school.

Ashley Halverson is an English Literature major in her junior year. She urges writers to, “Keep on writing!” and looks forward to reading more in the fall.

Riley Dawson is a junior in Literary Studies and Linguistics who hopes to eventually attain a PhD in one of the two. She hopes you enjoy reading Sketch as much as she does!

Kallie Yearick is a sophomore majoring in Psychology. In addition to working on Sketch, she participates in Cantamusz choir, CRU, and GSB. She enjoys shopping, yoga, playing with her cats, and watching Disney movies.